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Introduction
Contract Management standards are developed for two primary reasons – reduce risk and increase
efficiency. Over time, as applications get introduced and technology improves, those standards may
have morphed into something very different due to limitations in software. Workarounds are
developed, concessions are made and before you know it, those changes become the accepted norm
within the organization. Worse still, those workarounds and adjustments seldom stand up to scrutiny
in protecting your organization from not fulfilling contract terms.
Are we doing things the right way? Are we getting the right information to make decisions? Are we
increasing our efficiency?

Control Your Process
Are your applications supporting your business process or have you adapted your business process due to
limitations of your applications? The pre-configured industry standard processes in Oracle’s Contract Management
Cloud Accelerator provide a rapid start while still allowing the flexibility to expand and modify based on business
needs. Primavera Unifier’s completely configurable workflow supports interactions with the right people at the right
time throughout the process.

Simplify and Secure
Make it simple for the end user. Show them just what they need to see, when they need to see it and no more.
Give them guidance on how to do their tasks. Eliminate the extra training that comes with having to develop
workarounds for rigid applications. Primavera Unifier’s configurable user forms simplify use internally but more
importantly they support expansion to include the entire project team.
Primavera Unifier’s granularity supports the entire team’s participation while giving your organization the peace of
mind that critical data is protected and accessed by authorized users. In Unifier, not only can you choose what
fields/steps each user sees, you can limit them to certain steps of the workflow.

Accelerate
Automated Business Processes enable more rapid turnaround time through actionable events. Reviewers and
approvers at all levels can see exactly what they need and take action.

Reduce Cost of Ownership
Primavera Unifier is available as a subscription in the Oracle cloud where the responsibility of installation,
configuration, patches, upgrades, backup and disaster recovery belongs to Oracle. Our prepackaged scope and
best practices makes Unifier easy and quick to deploy. Having the experts manage your environment ensures your
organization can focus on what’s important to your business and not managing technology.
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Integrated Cost & Schedule with Analytics
Bi-directional integration between Primavera Unifier and Primavera P6 supports:
» Linking cost and schedule to drive an accurate cash flow forecast
» Keeping projects on schedule – Linking the submittals process in Unifier with tasks in the P6 schedule to
avoid delays
» Scheduling updates driving progress for quantifying completion and payments
Primavera Analytics is a best-in-class business intelligence solution for Oracle's Primavera P6 and Primavera Unifier
customers.
» Combined data from both Primavera Unifier and Primavera P6 to analyze both schedule-centric and costcentric project data giving your business and its stakeholders complete visibility into enterprise project
portfolio performance.

Manage All Critical Documentation
Primavera Unifier’s Document Manager creates, stores and organizes electronic copies of all processes such as
RFI, Submittal, Change Order, etc. At the end of a project, this centralized and organized document collection can
easily be archived. Information can be turned over digitally to customers, saving time and effort while increasing
customer satisfaction. In addition, existing documents (single or bulk) can be uploaded and automatically initiate
approval and review processes.

Complete Visibility
You can’t act on what you don’t know. It’s more than just reporting, with Primavera Unifier key metrics being tracked
to identify trends that impact future project success, enabling informed decision-making.
It’s all about capturing lessons learned. Analyzing the number of RFIs, reason codes, revisions – comparing to
similar projects, can tell you important considerations for future projects. Examples of the value of reporting and
trend analysis: perhaps there is a contractor that is not reading the specs/drawings and flooding the system with
invalid RFIs, or maybe the number of RFIs due to errors and omissions points back to bad design. In the bigger
picture, breaking down reason codes for RFIs and changes can help to uncover and resolve possible design issues,
which will help you decide which owners and contractors are most efficient to work with.
Lessons learned are all about the ability to analyze what we are measuring and using it to become better and more
efficient.

Get Organized, Get Coordinated and Get Started TODAY!
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